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BEWITCHED BRILLIANCE

Hybrid Tea roses have been the most recognisable class of rose for over a hundred 
years. They bare classic full flowers either singly or several to a stem. Many have a 
good fragrance and are excellent for cut flowers. 
Height ranges from 1m to 2m but averages 1.5m. 
Plant 1m apart.

An exciting colour of red and 
yellow, whereby each bloom 
magically displays its own colour 
combination. An attention grabber. 
Small to medium sized blooms. 
1m tall.

Vibrant blooms of deep, hot pink 
accompanied by a strong sweet 
perfume. Large, light green leaves 
and excellent health. Named by 
the RSPCA to celebrate 4 legged 
friends. 

Romantic colour combination of 
silver and pink. Antique in shape, 
the medium sized blooms have firm 
petals curving into the centre which 
sit on long stems. Mid-green leaves 
with mild fragrance. Height 1.5m. 

Strong growing with bright old gold 
colouring flowers freely.. Shining 
dark green foliage has excellent 
disease resistance. The large, full 
blooms are suitable for picking. 
Slight fragrance. 1.2m tall.

A very large bloom of clear crimson 
with magnificent fragrance. Health 
and vigour is unsurpassed and 
production of well formed flowers 
is excellent. Dark green foliage on a 
bushy plant of average height.

Distinctive velvet red with an 
inclination toward black and a 
yellowish reverse. This rose is 
one of our blackest roses. A very 
productive cut flower variety with a 
good vase life. 1.2m tall.

Beautiful large, pastel apricot 
blooms are produced constantly 
throughout the season. Each petal 
filled flower is highly perfumed. 
Green foliage and is both hardy and 
healthy. Height 1.5m.

Large fragrant blooms with 
nostalgic olde world form, borne 
singly and in clusters of 3-5. The 
confection of soft colours will 
gladden the heart of the beholder. 
A hardy, vigorous plant 1.2m tall.
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Strikingly large blooms of attractive 
clear lavender framed by deep 
green glossy leaves. A vigorous 
producer with an outstanding 
fragrance. 
1.3m tall.

An excellent tough and hardy 
garden rose that is ideal for many 
purposes. The cherry red blooms 
are of good size and texture and 
produced freely.

Clear pink, often with a hint of 
salmon with glossy green foliage. 
The high-centred and very long 
lasting flowers have a strong 
fragrance. Repeat flowering.

Pure white blooms shine like 
beacons in a continuous and 
breathtaking display. Highly 
perfumed, each flower simply 
bursts with a pleasurable and 
intense scent.
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CAMP DAVID

CINDERELLA

DIANA PRINCESS OF WALES

Hybrid Tea roses have been the most recognisable class of rose for over a hundred 
years. They bare classic full flowers either singly or several to a stem. Many have a 
good fragrance and are excellent for cut flowers. 
Height ranges from 1m to 2m but averages 1.5m. 
Plant 1m apart.

A beautifully scented well formed 
dark red that is very resistant 
to adverse weather. The plant 
is extremely sturdy with healthy 
growth.

A very healthy, strong growing rose 
with large rounded pink blooms 
that have a slight fragrance. The 
long stems have few thorns and 
dark green glossy foliage. A highly 
productive cut flower variety.

This excellent variety has the most 
pleasant blending of colours you 
could wish for. Pastel shades of 
white to lemon, flushed with a pale 
rose pink. Large foliaged plant is 
very healthy and vigorous.
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CANDY STRIPE
Very large, dusty pink striped 
blooms are produced in abundance 
on a vigorous, upright bush. 
Fragrant.

CAPPUCCINO
A medium sized flower in a warm 
cream-yellow colour that intensifies 
to ochre in the centre. Dark and 
slightly glossy foliage, few thorns. 
A cut flower variety with good vase 
life.

CHARLES DE GAULLE
Clear lilac blue accompanied by 
lovely fragrance in the form of fully 
double flowers. The plant is of low 
to medium height with healthy 
growth. One of the best mauves 
and a true delight.

DAME ELISABETH MURDOCH
A truly exceptional Hybrid Tea, 
healthy and vigorous. The flowers 
are medium to large with good form 
and quality in a magnificent blend 
of colours.
Highly recommended.

DARK DESIRE
From buds that are almost black, 
the cupped flowers emerge with a 
unique violet-red before maturing 
into a violet purple. Sophisticated 
fragrance of floral and fruity 
aspects. Height to 1.2m.

DIAMOND JUBILEE
Buff yellow exhibition blooms with 
a strong fragrance. Vigorous and 
disease resistant.

DOUBLE DELIGHT
Large double blooms of white to 
cream with heavily flushed and 
edged carmine to red. Bushes are 
of medium size, vigorous and of 
good health, with long strong stems. 
Strong fragrance. 

EARTH GODDESS
A sport of the ever popular Augusta 
Luise. Large, fragrant full blooms 
with a divine fragrance in beautiful 
creamy yellow hues, on a vigorous 
plant to 1.2m tall.

FAIRYTALE QUEEN
Lovely pale pink blooms on long 
strong stems. Plant is vigorous and 
disease resistant.



FATHER’S LOVE
Dark velvety red, fully petalled 
blooms with a lasting fragrance of 
spice. Deep green foliage. Named 
in support of Australia’s Centre for 
Men’s Health.

Hybrid Tea Roses

Hybrid Tea roses have been the most recognisable class of rose for over a hundred 
years. They bare classic full flowers either singly or several to a stem. Many have a 
good fragrance and are excellent for cut flowers. 
Height ranges from 1m to 2m but averages 1.5m. 
Plant 1m apart.

FIONA’S WISH FIREFIGHTER
Superb classic blooms, shaded 
cherry red with a creamy amber 
reverse have an award winning 
fragrance. Healthy bronze green 
foliage.

Rich velvet red in colour, producing 
long stemmed, intensely fragrant 
blooms of cut flower quality. A 
medal winner at the 2008 National 
Rose Trial Awards. Exhibition 
quality. Approx 1.6m tall.

FIRST LOVE
Beautiful pink rose with long 
slender buds. Very vigorous bush. 
The semi-double blooms are lightly 
fragrant.

GOLD MEDAL
Yellow, lightly flushed pink. Very 
good, clean, healthy foliage. Light 
fragrance.

Roses 2021
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GIFT OF GRACE

HONOUR

Majestic double blooms in a rich 
ruby pink, with subtle silvery 
reverse, make a lovely display in 
the garden or vase. The strong 
fragrance is sweet and layered with 
spice. Excellent repeat flowering.

Off-white to cream rose of 
excellent form. This extremely 
disease resistant and healthy plant 
is most desirable, a very popular 
show winner in America. Light 
fragrance.

GRANDE AMORE
These divine velvety red, well 
formed blooms are produced on 
long, single stems. The bush is wide 
and well branched with dark green 
leaves and is very healthy. 
A multi-award winner.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
An excellent rose for the garden 
and as a supply of cut flowers. The 
stunning deep orange flowers are 
produced on long, firm, upright 
stems and combined with a lovely 
fragrance, provide a lasting display.

HEAVEN SCENT
An intense old damask rose 
fragrance accompanies large 
blooms sitting on long stems with 
few thorns. 
A desirable rose. 

IN APPRECIATION
Fragrant and free branching makes 
this one great for the vase and a 
stand out in the garden.

JOY OF LIFE
Well formed blooms of white to 
light pink, heavily flushed light red. 
Flowers darken with age. Extremely 
strong, vigorous and healthy variety. 
Sales in support of Rotary Health.
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Hybrid Tea roses have been the most recognisable class of rose for over a hundred 
years. They bare classic full flowers either singly or several to a stem. Many have a 
good fragrance and are excellent for cut flowers. 
Height ranges from 1m to 2m but averages 1.5m. 
Plant 1m apart.

MOTHER’S LOVE
Soft, pale pink blooms gently 
deepen in colour toward the centre 
with a strong, sweet fragrance. 
Abundant deep green foliage on a 
healthy bush reaching 1.5m.

JOYFULNESS
Pastel shades of apricot, cream 
and pink. Large size blooms of 
very attractive shades, very freely 
produced, usually solitary on long 
stems. Fragrant, very strong and 
healthy growth.

JUST JOEY LOVING MEMORYLITTLE RAY OF SUNSHINE
Large decorative coppery orange 
to buff blooms with waved and 
frilled petals. Strong tough growth. 
The unique coloured flowers are 
sweetly scented. 
Rose Hall of Fame in 1994.

A tough and hardy dual-purpose 
bright red rose of good form. The 
overall hardiness is most desirable, 
a good rose.

Perfumed blooms of citrus and 
rose scents, on long stems. Airy, 
petal filled bloom of bright yellow, 
flowers continuously throughout the 
growing season. Grows to 1.5m tall. 
Name in support of the Australian 
Breastfeeding Association.

MISTER LINCOLN
Classic dark velvety red blooms 
with a lovely fragrance in exhibition 
form. A strong healthy grower.

PAPA MEILLAND
Prized for its dark velvet red, 
exhibition blooms that have a 
deep, heavy fragrance. An upright, 
vigorous bush to 1.2m. A good and 
very popular rose. Inducted into the 
Rose Hall of Fame in 1988.

PEACE
The large exhibition blooms of 
yellow, flushed pink have a pleasant 
fragrance. Very popular of all roses 
and was the first rose inducted 
into the Rose Hall of Fame in 1976. 
Makes an excellent standard.
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NATIONAL PRIDE

OUR VANILLA OUTBACK ANGEL

Produces an abundance of 
beautiful full petalled creamy 
blooms with white gold centres. 
Each flower has intoxicating 
fragrant of spicy rose. Hardy and 
healthy. 1.5m

The name has been well chosen as 
the colour is a vanilla champagne, 
with the outer base petals 
sometimes having a green hue. 
Growth is dense and very healthy. 
Excellent cut flower.

Appealing ruffled blooms of amber 
to apricot, with a distinctive copper 
veining of the petals. The bush is 
hardy and healthy, with glossy mid-
green foliage. 1.2m. Supports the 
Royal Flying Doctor Service.

OKLAHOMA
A very dark red rose with large 
double blooms of 45 to 55 petals. 
Flowers are produced on long 
stems and are very fragrant. A 
vigorous plant with lovely dark 
green foliage.
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Hybrid Tea roses have been the most recognisable class of rose for over a hundred 
years. They bare classic full flowers either singly or several to a stem. Many have a 
good fragrance and are excellent for cut flowers. 
Height ranges from 1m to 2m but averages 1.5m. 
Plant 1m apart.

POPE JOHN PAUL II
Producing luminous, pristine, 
lavishly petalled blossoms, this 
elegant rose grows in the Vatican’s 
private garden. It has won trophies 
for fragrance, vigour, and superior 
disease resistance. 

PERFUME DELIGHT QUEEN ELIZABETH

SUMMER OF LOVE

RADOX BOUQUET

Large well formed blooms of deep 
pink with purplish tones. Lighter 
on the petal reverse with a spicy 
fragrance.

A long stemmed decorative rose of 
clear pink. Very vigorous. Growth 
makes an impressive shrub. One 
of the World’s favourite roses, 
inducted into the Rose Hall of Fame 
in 1979.

 A play of white, yellow and coral 
colours slowly spiral open from 
a high centre. This beautiful rose 
delight the senses with its pleasant 
spicy fragrance and colour. Upright 
growth to around 1.7m.

Strongly fragrant, old garden type 
rose. The many petalled blooms are 
clear light pink, produced profusely 
in multiheads on a strong vigorous 
bush.

REMEMBER ME
Extremely strong healthy dense 
foliage of medium tall habit. The 
blooms are a blend of fawn, cream, 
yellow and salmon, deepening in 
hot weather. Very unique.

SPIRIT OF PEACE
Lovely well formed flowers in a 
very unusual colour of dark cream 
bluff. Plant habit is medium tall, with 
very light green stems and foliage. 
Healthy, vigorous and very fragrant. 
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SHOCKING BLUE
A very fragrant bloom of lilac-
mauve. A vigorous grower giving 
exhibition quality blooms that keep 
well.

POETRY

QUEEN OF HEARTS SAMANTHA

SUGAR MOON

Large, nostalgic shaped blooms in a 
magical delicate pink with a strong 
fragrance. Long, strong stems are 
covered with fresh green, hardy 
foliage. Good cut flower variety with 
a high production.

Large, cup shaped blooms in a 
colour play of cherry red and 
apricot are produced on long, 
single stems with glossy foliage. A 
good cut flower variety with slight 
fragrance. 1.5m tall.

A multi purpose rose of medium 
to dark red with single stem and 
occasionally several to a head. Tall 
to medium growth of good vigour 
and health. Well formed rich red 
blooms. A good cut flower.

Pure white pointed blooms framed 
in dark green foliage and a strong, 
sweet perfume.  Great for the vase. 
A perfect white rose to sweeten 
every garden.
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Hybrid Tea roses have been the most recognisable class of rose for over a hundred 
years. They bare classic full flowers either singly or several to a stem. Many have a 
good fragrance and are excellent for cut flowers. 
Height ranges from 1m to 2m but averages 1.5m. 
Plant 1m apart.

SWEET MEMORY THE CHILDREN’S ROSE

WEDDING BELLS

Names for Alzheimer’s Australia 
Vic. Masses of clear pink blooms 
are produced on a vigorous and 
healthy bush covered in dark 
green, glossy leaves. Slight species 
fragrance.

The light pink, many petalled 
blooms are very fragrant. A strong 
and healthy bush which will grow to 
about 1.5m tall.

The large clear silver pink blooms 
produced in a classic form are high 
centred and have a petal count of 
cover 40. Healthy disease resistant 
dark green foliage makes this a 
must have. 1m high.

TINEKE VALENCIA
Pure white exhibition-type blooms 
with good keeping qualities. Prolific 
bloomer of good health and vigour.

Very large flowers, on long strong 
stems. The Old Gold coloured 
blooms, are borne on a vigorous, 
healthy, large foliaged bush. 
Fragrance is sweetly strong.

WARM WISHES
Large flowers in glowing colours 
range from creamy apricot to warm 
amber pink. Sweet fragrance and a 
strong healthy plant.
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SWEET PAROLE THE JUBILEE ROSE

THE RSL ROSE

A sport of the well known Parole in 
a lovely pastel pink with a strong, 
well balanced fragrance. Attractive 
very large flowers stand on a 
healthy bush that will no doubt be 
as popular as its mother variety.

The yellow, fragrant blooms have 
a contrasting red petal edge 
and are borne on long stems. 
Prolific, displaying intense colour 
throughout the season. 

Striking tones of burgundy and 
soft amber. =Mirroring the colours 
of dawn and dusk, each classic 
shaped bud opens to produce an 
informal flower borne on long stems 
of glossy deep green foliage.
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CHERRY BONICA

BENGALI

COCONUT ICE

DOUBLE PINK KNOCK OUT

AFTERNOON DELIGHT

BORDEAUX

APRICOT NECTAR

BRIDAL PINK

EARTH ANGEL

Second only to the hybrid tea in popularity, Floribunda roses bear flowers in large 
clusters, providing massive, colourful, long-lasting garden displays. As a class, they 
are hardier and easier to care for than their hybrid tea counterparts. They range from 
low growing varieties of 50cm high, but average at 1.2m. Well suited for use en masse, 
in pots or to form attractive borders and low hedges. Plant 50cm – 1m apart.

Attractive, compact shrub rose 
producing continuous trusses of 
luminous petal filled, cherry red 
blooms from late spring to late 
autumn. Hardy and highly disease 
resistant. Approximately 1.2 - 1.4m.

An abundance of fully double 
blooms open to large cups in a very 
attractive apricot. Upright growth 
to 1m high and 50cm wide.

Musk pink with a soft white on the 
reverse of each petal in an Old 
English form. Neat, upright bush 
grows to 1.2m producing firm stems 
that hold clusters full blooms that 
have a mild fragrance.

Compact growth habit with clusters 
of large double flowers in soft 
apricot that changes to pink as the 
flowers age. With a sweet moderate 
fragrance and excellent disease 
resistance. 1m tall.

Great for mass planting or for 
a splash of colour. Wine red 
large double cupped blooms 
accompanied by a subtle 
fragrance. Growth is upright and 
healthy up to 80cm high.

Buff apricot flowers are quite large, 
fully petalled and have a pleasant 
fragrance. Ideal for floral arranging.

Profuse blooming medium sized 
flowers of a very delicate pink 
shade produced singly and in 
clusters on a neat low and very 
healthy compact bush. 

Exceptionally fragrant old world 
shaped flowers opening from dark 
pink buds. The colour evolves to a 
delicate pink and the blooms give 
off an intense fragrance of lemon 
and apple. Approx 70cm tall.
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A continuous blooming pink rose 
with high disease resistance. This 
prolific rose is great for use as 
a hedge or border producing an 
excellent display when planted on 
mass. Grows to approx 80cm high.

AS GOOD AS IT GETS

DELIGHTFUL PARFUMA

A beautiful, repeat flowering rose 
of deep pink and blackberry with a 
strong fragrance. Healthy growth 
from approximately 80cm to 1m 
high.

Blooms of 8-10 cm wide in old-
world style with an intoxicating 
fragrance are produced in a deep 
mauve pink with pale pink reverse.  
The bush itself is upright and 
healthy to around 1m high.

EBB TIDE
Deep purple, almost black buds 
open to reveal a very double, 
medium size old fashioned blooms 
of velvet purple that carry with 
them an intense clove fragrance. 
Just over 1m tall.
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Second only to the hybrid tea in popularity, Floribunda roses bear flowers in large 
clusters, providing massive, colourful, long-lasting garden displays. As a class, they 
are hardier and easier to care for than their hybrid tea counterparts. They range from 
low growing varieties of 50cm high, but average at 1.2m. Well suited for use en masse, 
in pots or to form attractive borders and low hedges. Plant 50cm – 1m apart.
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EYES FOR YOU
Reminiscent of an oriental poppy, 
it is a cluster-flowered shrub, with 
medium to large, cupped, semi-
double blooms, opening in a pale 
pink shade, ageing to white, with a 
purple blotch at the centre.

FIRST CRUSH

GARDEN OF ROSES

The high-centred buds open to 
nostalgic shaped cups in a delicate 
pastel pink. Exceptional fruity 
fragrance and healthy foliage. A 
bushy plant with vigorous growth to 
a height of 1m tall x 80cm wide.

Full blooms in soft apricot and pink 
with a delicate fragrance. Compact 
bush framed by dark leaves. 
Extremely healthy and easy care 
this delightful bush is ideal for small 
gardens, pots or borders.  60cm high.

GOLD BUNNY
The soft gold blooms are fairly 
large and of classic shape. They 
are borne almost continuously on a 
compact light green bush up to 80 
cm high, single or in small clusters 
on medium stems.

ESPRESSO

FOR YOUR EYES ONLY GARDEN DELIGHT GARDEN FRIEND

GOLDEN BEAUTY

EYE OF THE TIGER FAIRYTALE MAGIC
Coffee brown, semi double 
petals with a bright yellow centre. 
Extremely healthy foliage with 
an upright growth. Growth to 
approximately 75cm tall and 50cm 
wide.

A standout in the Chris Warner 
series. Crossed with Hulthemia 
Persica, this new style rose is 
certainly spectacular. Large single 
blooms cover this lovely bush 
growing is approximately 1m high.

The high-centred buds will open to 
fully double cup shaped blooms, 
where the delightful blend of yellow 
and intense red varies with the 
climate. Growing to an average of 
80cm tall.

An abundance of eye-catching 
blooms in a stable colour of intense 
pink. Add to this a healthy robust 
bush making it a great choice for 
mass planting, borders or pots.

Gold in every sense. The glowing 
amber, high centred blooms are 
produced in large clusters on a 
very healthy compact bush of dark 
green leaves. Fragrant blooms that 
don’t fade. 1.5m.

A beautiful colour in the Rosa 
Persica hybrids by Chris Warner. 
The fragrant yellow flowers fade to 
cream and have a red eye. Glossy 
disease resistant foliage. Grows 
to 1m.

Fully petaled, light pink blooms 
with an apricot center and an 
enchanting fragrance sit on an 
extremely healthy upright bush to 
90cm tall.  

GIFT OF FRIENDSHIP
Fully double flowers in a fresh 
fruity cherry red are produced 
continuously on a background of 
healthy dark green foliage. Neat 
trouble free growth to 70cm. Ideal 
for classic rose beds or pots.
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Second only to the hybrid tea in popularity, Floribunda roses bear flowers in large 
clusters, providing massive, colourful, long-lasting garden displays. As a class, they 
are hardier and easier to care for than their hybrid tea counterparts. They range from 
low growing varieties of 50cm high, but average at 1.2m. Well suited for use en masse, 
in pots or to form attractive borders and low hedges. Plant 50cm – 1m apart.
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SOUL MATE
Old fashion blooms in lemon tones 
of butter gold, topped off with a 
licorice spice fragrance. Perfectly 
rounded habit, super glossy leaves 
and great disease resistance. 
Height 1.2m. 

HEAVEN ON EARTH

SEXY REXY

IT’S MAGIC JUBILEE 150

PARKINSON’S PASSION

Large cupped and full blooms of 
soft peach apricot sit on the bush 
for an extended time slowly fading 
to cream as they age. The bush is 
compact and covered in mid green 
leaves of exceptional health. 1.2m.

Fully double, pink flowers are 
produced continuously in large 
clusters. An easily maintained 
compact, disease resistant bush.

Blooms with a magical burst of 
red and white stripes and a hint of 
yellow in the centre. Light green 
leaves on an upright bush, this rose 
will be a standout in any garden. 
Height to 1m.

A multi-coloured rose of 
spectacular colouring in rust, 
lemon yellow, orange and red. The 
Floribunda type heads contain 
three to six blooms per stem.

Vibrant orange buds open to 
semi-double blooms which soften 
to lighter shades with hints of pink 
on the ageing petals. Large clusters 
averaging 25 blooms per stem 
throughout the season.

JANE MCGRATH
This attractive, quartered Old 
English style. Lightly scented small 
blooms are produced in clusters on 
slightly arching canes and last well 
in the vase. Great for pots or mass 
planting with growth to 1m x 80cm.

JULIA’S ROSE
With unique coffee and fawn 
colours, this rose is a favourite for 
floral arrangements. A good healthy 
variety.

MAKE A WISH
Named for the Make-A-Wish 
Foundation. Clothed in clusters of 
cream to white blooms with a soft 
apricot centre. Blooms have a light 
sweet fragrance and sit amongst 
dark green, glossy foliage to 1m tall. 

MY HERO
Abundance of classic large, 
pink blooms stand-out from the 
lush glossy dark green foliage, 
complimented by a strong 
fragrance. Highly disease resistant. 
Approx to 1.1m tall. 

SEDUCTION
Medium large semi-double blooms. 
Pink, edges paling to cream, buff 
yellow centres. Clusters to 10 
blooms. Very free long lasting cut 
flowers.

SCENTIMENTAL
The overall appearance of stripes 
in a combination of burgundy-red 
and creamy white swirls. These 
unusual blooms are produced 
freely and carry a spicy fragrance. 
Deep green foliage. Height to 1.2m.
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SUMMER ROMANCE THANK YOU

WILDCAT

Second only to the hybrid tea in popularity, Floribunda roses bear flowers in large 
clusters, providing massive, colourful, long-lasting garden displays. As a class, they 
are hardier and easier to care for than their hybrid tea counterparts. They range from 
low growing varieties of 50cm high, but average at 1.2m. Well suited for use en masse, 
in pots or to form attractive borders and low hedges. Plant 50cm – 1m apart.

Magnificent mid pink, fully double 
and quartered blooms adorn an 
upright bush to around 80cm tall. 
Emitting a captivating scent of 
spicy apples and a hint of liquorice 
on a bush with dark green foliage.

Named for Transplant Australia. 
Produces clusters of fully petalled 
blooms that have a most desirable 
mauve colour, along with a delicate 
fragrance and dark leaves. 
Approximately 1.2m tall. 

Eye-catching blooms in shades 
of yellow and orange. Flowers are 
produced in clusters of 5-6 per 
stem all season, even in extreme 
heat. Hardy and disease free with a 
mild fragrance. 80cm tall x 40cm.
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SOUL SISTER THE GOLDEN CHILD
Milky chocolate buds opening to 
latte coffee and ending in soulful 
lavender. A very elegant and 
unusual flower sitting on a healthy 
rounded bush with a light tea 
fragrance. 1.5m high.

Large bright yellow blooms are 
produced in clusters on a healthy 
bush coated in mid green leaves. 
Added to this lovely plant is a 
pleasing moderate fragrance.
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BLUSHING PIERREAMADEUS

LORRAINE LEE

CECILE BRUNNER

PEACE

GOLD BUNNY

PIERRE DE RONSARD

ICEBERG

PINKIE

Climbers can be used in a multitude of situations, limited only by your imagination. 
For best results, espalier the long canes into a horizontal position to promote lateral 
growth. Do not prune for the first two seasons and only to remove dead wood and 
unproductive growth. Allow time for the plants to establish themselves. Do not prune 
until the third or fourth season and try to leave the long canes.

Beautiful old fashioned creamy 
white to pink flowers bloom 
constantly and carry a mild classic 
rose scent. The abundant foliage 
is lush, glossy deep green and 
healthy. 3m x 2m.

Moderate climber with double, 
shining red flowers, produced 
in clusters of 5-7 repeatedly all 
season. Very healthy, dark green, 
glossy foliage on a bushy, upright 
climber to 2.5m tall. Slight species 
fragrance.

An evergreen climber with long 
pointed buds that open to double, 
cupped blooms of coral pink. 
Rich green glossy foliage. Repeat 
flowering. Fragrant. Growth to 3m 
high and 2m wide.

Vigorous climbing sport of the bush 
variety. Small perfect double pink 
blooms, flowering mainly in spring. 
Fragrant.

Vigorous sport of the well known 
and popular ‘Peace’. Double yellow, 
flushed pink blooms. Repeat 
flowering.

Ruffled, golden yellow blooms held 
in large clusters shine against the 
distinctive deep green foliage. 
Repeat flowering. 3m tall.

White to pale pink blooms 
deepening to carmine in the centre. 
Flowers freely and repeatedly. 
Fragrant. Ideal as a Pillar Rose. 
Inducted into the Rose Hall of Fame 
2006. Approximately 2.5m spread.

Nicely shaped pure white blooms 
cover the plant all season. Growth 
up to 5 metres but not overly 
rampant. Continually in bloom. 
Fragrant.

Clusters of candy-pink flowers 
cover this climber of manageable 
vigour all season. Bright green, 
glossy foliage. Sweetly fragrant. 
Approximately 3m spread.
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ALOHA

HARMONIZE JUST JOEY

Deep orange-red buds open to 
very double blooms of apricot, 
combined with shades of pink and 
red. Complemented by a delicate, 
fruity fragrance. Disease resistant 
climber with strong, thorny canes. 

Masses of beautiful cream open 
blooms with pink blushes and the 
tell-tale Persica Hybrid eye in red.  
Blooms will fade to an attractive 
blush white. 

A sport of the ever popular Just 
Joey. Large decorative coppery 
orange to buff blooms with waved 
and frilled petals. Strong tough 
growth. The unique coloured 
flowers are sweetly scented.
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Climbing

RED PIERRE

Climbers can be used in a multitude of situations, limited only by your imagination. 
For best results, espalier the long canes into a horizontal position to promote lateral 
growth. Do not prune for the first two seasons and only to remove dead wood and 
unproductive growth. Allow time for the plants to establish themselves. Do not prune 
until the third or fourth season and try to leave the long canes.

This climber produces masses of 
large, burgundy red, very double, 
cupped blooms with that ‘old 
world’ charm and elegance. Lightly 
fragrant. Healthy, lush, deep green 
foliage. Coverage 3m.
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Modern Shrub

These Modern Shrub Roses are the ideal choice where a mass of colour is desired.
Vigorous and hardy, they can create colourful hedges and borders with many of the 
taller varieties able to be used as small climbers. Planting distance and width will be 
similar to the indicated height. Hedges can be planted slightly closer together.
Plant approximately 1m apart.
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ADDICTIVE LURE BETTY CUTHBERT CARAMELLA GALLIPOLI CENTENARY

SKYLIGHTLIONESS ZAIDESUMMER MEMORIES

A strong, healthy upright bush 
produces deep open cup shaped 
blooms in loose clusters, as well as 
individually to a stem. Colour varies 
depending on the sun intensity 
from candy pink to creamy apricot.

Large clusters of soft apricot 
blooms have an almost camellia-
like arrangement. With dense, 
disease-free growth to 1.5m tall, it is 
perfect for hedging.

Medium to tall healthy plant, 
producing heads of three to five 
to a stem. As can be imagined, the 
colour is a caramel apricot. Very 
hardy.

This stunning rose was carefully 
selected to commemorate one 
of the most significant moments 
in Australia’s history, the Gallipoli 
Centenary in 2015. Deep red 
blooms. 1.2m.

Blooms of sunny yellow, edged with 
a touch of pink, are evenly spaced 
in clusters along each long stem. 
The bush is covered in dark to 
mid green healthy leaves with long 
arching canes.

The blooms are large and slightly 
cupped in a buff golden yellow 
which are produced at all levels 
of the plant surrounding it with a 
moderate fragrance. Growing to 
a height of 3m it does not require 
support

A beautifully strong fruity fragrance 
emanates from this nostalgic 
bloom that is rain-resistant. Pink 
flowers are large, fully petalled and 
repeat well throughout the season 
on a robust and healthy bush.

An Old-World style fragrant, double 
bloom in a warm creamy shade 
of white covers a dense bush 
with fantastic disease resistance. 
Approx. 1.5m tall x 80cm wide.
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David Austin

A SHROPSHIRE LAD

BROTHER CADFAEL

GERTRUDE JEKYLLELLEN

CROWN PRINCESS MARGARETA

ABRAHAM DARBY BENJAMIN BRITTEN

GOLDEN CELEBRATION

COMTES DE CHAMPAGNE

David Austin Roses ( English roses ) possess a unique charm with their beautiful full 
petalled, fragrant blooms and attractive shrubby appearance. These Modern Shrubs 
are versatile. Excellent for mixed borders and fit into any style garden. They can be 
cut for vases as a tight bud to open inside releasing a wide range of fragrances. The 
taller varieties make excellent short climbers.

Large, strong-growing shrub for a 
position further back in the garden 
that can be trained as a climber. 
Soft pink-peach double, large 
blooms with rosette formation. Very 
fruity fragrance. Almost thornless. 
2m tall x 1.5m wide. 

Giant globular medium pink blooms 
of almost peony proportions. 
Medium to large shrub. Strong 
fragrance. 1.2m tall.

Medium-tall healthy, strong growth. 
Large fully double bloom in rich 
pink. Strong scent. 1.3m tall. Can be 
used as a moderate climber.

Double flowers of apricot, deepens 
at centre. Strong shrub and 
fragrant. 1.3m tall.

A tall, slightly arching shrub. Large, 
neatly formed rosette shaped 
flowers of apricot-orange. Strong, 
fruity Tea Rose fragrance. 1.8m x 
1.4m, or can be grown as a pillar 
rose.

Large shrub with many-petalled 
flowers of apricot to yellow. Strong 
and disease resistant. Fragrant. 
1.5m tall. Good as a cut flower.

Attractive red, deep cupped 
flowers. Medium height; vigorous, 
with dense growth and foliage.  
Fragrance is intensely fruity with 
aspects of wine and pear drops. 
1.2m tall.

Very large deeply cupped flowers 
of rich golden yellow. A very good 
shrub with ideal rounded habit of 
growth, dark glossy green foliage. 
Exceptional fragrance. 1.5m tall. 

Rich yellow flowers gradually turn 
to a pale yellow as they open, 
forming a perfect cup. Wide, low 
and bushy growth producing 
flowers on slender stems. Honey 
and musk fragrance. 1m tall x 1m.
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GRACE
Lovely pure apricot - darker in the 
middle, paler towards the edges. 
The blooms are shallowly cupped, 
slowly opening to form a perfect 
rosette with the outer petals 
reflexed. Repeat flowers. Warm and 
sensuous fragrance.

BATHSHEBA
Beautiful blend of subtle apricot-
pink and soft yellow, giving the 
overall impression of apricot, with 
creamy outer petals. There is a 
superb floral myrrh fragrance, with 
hints of honey and Tea.

CLAIRE AUSTIN
Cupped buds of pale lemon, 
gradually open to form large, 
creamy white flowers of a typical 
English Musk delicacy and strong 
fragrance. 
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David Austin

PAT AUSTIN

SHARIFA ASMA

David Austin Roses ( English roses ) possess a unique charm with their beautiful full 
petalled, fragrant blooms and attractive shrubby appearance. These Modern Shrubs 
are versatile. Excellent for mixed borders and fit into any style garden. They can be 
cut for vases as a tight bud to open inside releasing a wide range of fragrances. The 
taller varieties make excellent short climbers.

The large, semi-double and deeply 
cupped flowers are bright copper 
with a pale copper-yellow reverse. 
Growth is strong and healthy on a 
relaxed bush up to 1.2m tall. Tea-
scented fragrance.

The blooms are shallowly cupped 
at first and gradually reflexed to 
form a perfect rosette. Delicate 
blush pink, fading to almost white 
on the outer petals. A short, upright 
bush. Strong fragrance. 1.2m tall.
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PRINCESS ALEXANDRIA OF KENT

LADY OF SHALOTT

PRINCESS ANNE

JUDE THE OBSCURE

Large full blooms of warm, glowing 
pink on a well rounded shrub. There 
is a delicious fresh tea fragrance 
that changes to a lemon scent as 
the flower ages. 1m tall.

Rich orange-red buds with slight 
fragrance. Each petal has a salmon 
pink upper side with golden-
yellow reverse. Can be used as a 
moderate climber. Height 1.2m or 
2.5m when supported.

Upright bush with thick healthy 
foliage and deep pink blooms in 
large clusters. Medium strength 
tea rose fragrance to this compact 
bush. Ideal for borders or hedging. 
Approx 1m tall.

Very large, highly fragrant pale 
yellow to apricot flowers. Very 
strong, healthy growth that 
repeats well. There are few more 
magnificent roses than Jude the 
Obscure. 1.5m tall x 1.2m.

GRAHAM THOMAS
Cupped shaped blooms of rich, 
pure yellow have a strong tea 
rose fragrance. It has an upright 
growth habit that can be trained 
as a spectacular climber or bushy 
shrub. Highly recommended.

JUBILEE CELEBRATION
The large domed flowers are of a 
rich salmon-pink with tints of gold 
on the underside of the petals. 
Blooms hold above the foliage. 
Fruity rose scent with hints of fresh 
lemon and raspberry. 1.2m x 1.2m.

SUMMER SONG
The fully open burnt orange flower 
is cup shaped with a strong, mixed 
fragrance of chrysanthemum 
leaves, ripe bananas and tea. It 
forms a bushy, upright shrub. Okay 
as a cut flower. 1.2m x 90cm.

TEASING GEORGIA
The centre petals are rich deep 
yellow, while the outer petals fall 
back and fade to palest yellow, 
providing a two-tone effect. Very 
strong, fragrant, graceful growth 
forming a large shrub, 1.2m tall.

MUNSTEAD WOOD
Large, velvety crimson blooms in 
the distinctive English style. Strong 
Old Rose fragrance. Medium size 
bush with good disease resistance. 
About 1m - 1.2m tall.

ROALD DAHL
Soft orange-red buds open to 
medium-sized, cupped rosettes of 
perfect apricot colouring. They are 
extremely robust and have a lovely 
fruity Tea scent.
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David Austin

David Austin Roses ( English roses ) possess a unique charm with their beautiful full 
petalled, fragrant blooms and attractive shrubby appearance. These Modern Shrubs 
are versatile. Excellent for mixed borders and fit into any style garden. They can be 
cut for vases as a tight bud to open inside releasing a wide range of fragrances. The 
taller varieties make excellent short climbers.
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WILLIAM MORRIS WOLLERTON OLD HALL
Tall shrub with attractive, arching 
growth. Apricot-pink flowers are 
of a formal rosette shape and 
have a strong fragrance. Excellent 
repeat flowering and good disease 
resistance. 1.5m tall.

Very fragrant plump buds with 
flashes of soft apricot, paling to 
cream. Healthy, upright and bushy 
growth, with minimal thorns which 
can also be used as a climber. 
Grows to 1.6m x 1.25m or up to 3m 
as a climber.

YOUNG LYCIDAS
Large, deeply-cupped blooms with 
a delicious fragrance nod gracefully 
on the plant. A blend of very deep 
magenta, pink and red - the outer 
petals tending towards light purple. 
Bushy shrub, approx 1.2m x 90cm.

THE POET’S WIFE
Large cupped blooms of rich yellow 
which pale as they age. Produced 
in small clusters.  The fully double 
blooms contain a wonderful fruity 
fragrance with hints of lemon. Low 
rounded shrub to 1.2m. Approx 1m 
tall x 1m wide.

THE LADY GARDENER
Large, pure apricot full rosettes, 
with a strong delicious tea 
fragrance with hints of cedar wood 
and vanilla. The upright bush repeat 
flowers quickly and is very healthy. 
Approx 1.2high x 80cm wide.

THE WEDGWOOD ROSE TRANQUILLITY
The large blooms of soft rose 
pink, have a delicate, almost 
gossamer-like quality with a lovely 
fruity fragrance. The growth is 
exceptionally vigorous, sending up 
many shoots.

Beautifully shaped blooms of neatly 
placed petals that form a perfect 
rosette. The buds are lightly tinged 
yellow, maturing to pure white, 
producing a light apple fragrance.
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Standard Roses – Hybrid Tea, Floribunda and David Austin

DOUBLE DELIGHT (HT)BLACKBERRY NIP (HT) FRAGRANT PLUM (HT)

POPE JOHN PAUL || (HT) ANGEL FACE (F)

JUST JOEY (HT) MISTER LINCOLN (HT)

PEACE (HT)

Standard roses, also referred to as stem roses, are grafted at a height of 90cm and 
are a variation of the normal bush rose. Ideal for adding height to a garden and can 
also create a formal appearance if planted in a row.

Plant approx. 1.2m apart.

Large double blooms of white to 
cream. Heavily flushed and edged 
carmine to red. Bushes are of 
medium size, of good health and 
vigour with long strong stems. 
Strong fragrance.

This shapely magenta purple 
bloom comes on a long stem with a 
delicious fragrance. The blue-grey 
hue in its dark green foliage sets 
the plant off perfectly.

A deep lilac rose, edged rich purple, 
with a high centre. Strong perfume.

Producing luminous, pristine, 
lavishly petalled blossoms. This 
rose has won trophies and medals 
all around the world for fragrance, 
vigour and superior disease 
resistance.

Fragrant deep mauve double 
flowers with wavy petals. Strong 
upright bush. Dark green, semi-
glossy foliage. Ideal as a bedding 
rose. Continuous flowering.

Large decorative coppery orange 
to buff blooms with waved and 
frilled petals. Strong tough growth. 
The unique coloured flowers are 
sweetly scented.

Classic dark velvety red blooms 
with a lovely fragrance in exhibition 
form. A strong healthy grower.

The large exhibition blooms of 
yellow, flushed pink have a pleasant 
fragrance. Probably the most 
popular of all roses and was the 
first rose inducted into the Rose 
Hall of Fame in 1976.
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FEARLESS (HT)
Vibrant orange blooms with a paler 
reverse surrounded by mid green 
leathery foliage is produced on a 
tidy upright bush.
Growth is to 1.5m.

HEAVEN SCENT (HT)
An intense old damask rose 
fragrance accompanies large 
blooms sitting on long stems with 
few thorns. 
A desirable rose. 

MOTHER’S LOVE (HT)
Soft, pale pink blooms gently 
deepen in colour toward the centre 
with a strong, sweet fragrance. 

PERFUME PASSION (HT)
The beautiful pink blooms are 
produced in abundance on long, 
almost thornless stems, and are 
enhanced by the deliciously strong 
fragrance that keeps you coming 
back for more.
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Standard Roses – Hybrid Tea, Floribunda and David Austin

MARY ROSE (DA) MUSTEAD WOOD (DA)

Standard roses, also referred to as stem roses, are grafted at a height of 90cm and 
are a variation of the normal bush rose. Ideal for adding height to a garden and can 
also create a formal appearance if planted in a row.

Plant approx. 1.2m apart.

Large, loosely-petalled, double 
pink flowers of Old Rose character. 
Excellent habit of growth, flowers 
repeatedly throughout the season. 
Fragrant.

Large, velvety crimson blooms in 
the distinctive English style. Strong 
Old Rose fragrance. Medium size 
bush with good disease resistance.
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JANE MCGRATH (F)GOLD BUNNY (F) ICEBERG (F) TEQUILA SUNRISE (F)
This attractive, quartered Old 
English style. Lightly scented small 
blooms are produced in clusters on 
slightly arching canes and last well 
in the vase. 

The soft gold blooms are fairly 
large and of classic shape. They 
are borne almost continuously on 
a compact light green bush, singley 
or in small clusters on medium 
stems. 

Pure white double blooms are 
produced continuously all season. 
A healthy bush ideal for massed 
display, also popular as a standard.

A many petalled rose with blooms 
of yellow heavily flushed red. A 
very showy and bright rose of good 
health and vigour. This rose has 
won many awards including 3 Gold 
Medals.

ELLIE (MINIATURE) 60CM
Beautiful mix of tropical colours on 
a healthy bush. Well formed orange 
flowers have a flush of red on the 
petal edges, which is enhanced as 
the bloom ages providing a nice 
blend of colour.
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Miniature Bushes

THE FAIRY

These are the smallest of the roses with flowers that are usually less than 5cm across. 
Generally the bushes grow to no more than 50cm in height. Ideal for borders, pots or 
small gardens.

Plant approx. 30cm to 50cm apart.

Double pink continuous flowers 
fading to white. A low growing and 
semi-prostrate variety that can be 
used as a climber. Recommended.
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BABY BOOMER BABY JACK DWARF FAIRY LITTLE SUNSET

MAGIC SHOW

Beautifully formed large miniature 
exhibition blooms of mid pink are 
produced in flushes throughout the 
season. Borne singly on a tall, bushy 
plant with semi-glossy, medium 
green foliage. 60-90cm tall.

An abundance of pure white 
blooms produced in even clusters, 
may have a tinge of pink during hot 
weather. Medium height.

Large clusters of an intense 
orange-red, create an eye catcher 
for every garden. The high disease 
resistance guarantees minimal 
maintenance, and it has a compact 
growth of a height of 40cm.

Spectacular clusters of yellow 
blooms with red outer petals. A 
neat and compact growth habit is 
further enhanced by glossy green 
foliage making this an ideal choice 
for pots.

Upright growth to 75cm with dark 
green glossy foliage that is disease 
resistant. Medium to large blooms 
of exhibition form with high centres.
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Heritage Roses

CREPUSCULE LORRAINE LEE MME ALFRED CARRIERE

MUTABILIS

Heritage Roses are any variety 75 years old or older. They are often sought after for 
their amazing variety of growth habit, foliage and hips which are complemented by 
the wide diversity of blooms. The majority have exquisite fragrance. They are often 
vigorous and can be found in old homesteads and cemeteries thriving on decades of 
total neglect.

Informal apricot to yellow blooms. 
The virtually thornless plant can be 
allowed to grow as a large sprawling 
shrub or trained as a moderately 
vigorous climber. Repeat flowering 
with good fragrance.

An evergreen climber with long 
pointed buds that open to double, 
cupped blooms of coral pink. 
Rich green glossy foliage. Repeat 
flowering. Fragrant. Growth to 3m 
high and 2m wide.

Masses of white flowers all season, 
on a vigorous plant. Growth up to 6 
metres. Healthy light green foliage. 
Can be grown as a large shrub or 
climber. Fragrant.

Open twiggy bush. Multi-colour 
blooms of coppery yellow that 
change to a pinky crimson colour 
as they age. Dark plum coloured 
stems with dark green-grey foliage. 
Recurrent. 2.5m tall.
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BUFF BEAUTY

WEDDING DAY

Lovely large, fully double apricot 
blooms fade to white on a beautiful 
Hybrid Musk bush. A vigorous 
grower with mid green leaves can 
be used as a shrub or climber. 
Strong Tea fragrance. 

Huge clusters of apricot buds 
opening to single creamy-yellow 
flowers which quickly fade to 
white. Vigorous climber growing to 
10 metres. Citrus Fragrance and 
decorative Hips. Recurrent.
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Ground cover

GARDENER’S PLEASURE LITTLE CHAP

OUR ROSY CARPET

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

Ground Covers are extremely hardy and healthy. Generally they are very easy to grow 
and can withstand reasonably harsh conditions when mature. They flower with enor-
mous freedom and continuity yet require little pruning. Very versatile, they are ideally 
suited for mass planting, borders, small gardens and pots. 
Average height to 50cm but width can vary.

Small cherry red blooms are 
produced in clusters on a 
spreading, very healthy plant. An 
excellent ground cover, capable of 
growing 1.5m wide by 50cm high.

This true prostrate ground cover 
produces a multitude of small, 
fully double, bright pink blooms 
all season. Approx. 30cm high by 
80cm wide.

Masses of semi-double, rose pink 
blooms are produced continuously. 
Extremely healthy and hardy. 
Approx. 80cm high x 1.2m wide.

An outstanding variety with large 
semi-single pale pink blooms. 
The arching canes give masses of 
flower from ground level. Approx. 
60cm high by 90cm wide. Fragrant.
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BUSY BEE

SUMMER FAIRYTALE

Not a true ground cover, but more 
a compact low growing floribunda. 
A very healthy, versatile variety. 
Flowers of mid salmon-pink are 
produced en masse. 50cm tall.

Bright pink, semi-double blooms 
with yellow stamens cover the 
spreading but compact plant all 
season. A very healthy plant which 
is continually repeat flowering. 
Approx 45-75cm high by 90-150cm


